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Breakthrough TechnologyFor the Motocross Industry

Each year companies develop new products to enhance the performance of dirt bikes. Imagine
if a company built a product to enhance the performance of the athlete. N22 Nutrition, LLC has
taken the holeshot and applied cutting edge technology to build a state of the art nutritional
supplement called Pump-XÂ�.

Pullman, WA(PRWEB) November 14, 2004 -- Each year companies develop new products to enhance the
performance of dirt bikes. Imagine if a company built a product to enhance the performance of the athlete.
N22 Nutrition, LLC has taken the holeshot and applied cutting edge technology to build a state of the art
nutritional supplement called Pump-XÂ�.

For years, arm pump has plagued motocross riders of every age and skill level. Built by riders for riders, Pump-
XÂ�s proprietary blend of vitamins and minerals has shown to help motocross riders fight the effects of arm
pump.

Â�Pump-XÂ� is a targeted formula specifically created to provide energy at the cellular level, which
increases oxygenation helping to prevent cramping associated with arm pump.Â� - Dr. Gayle Eversole of
Creating Health Institute.

As isometric contractions stop blood flow into the muscle, potassium and inorganic phosphate build up and
inhibit the oxygen supply. Pump-XÂ� supplies additional oxygen and blood flow to the muscles, increasing
their ability to flush away metabolites and limit the effects of cramping. With these added benefits, riders will
have increased endurance and be able to ride longer, harder, and faster.

Amateurs and pros alike are joining the fastest growing race team on the planet. Be part of the revolution and
try Pump-XÂ� today.

Â�Ride with confidence. Ride with Pump-XÂ�Â�
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Contact Information
Brian Edwards
N22 NUTRITION LLC
http://www.n22nutrition.com
888.435.8812

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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